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The success of blockchain projects depends, to a large extent, on the developer's 
involvement. Source code-commit privilege to the project is typically restricted to a few 
developers known as committers. Project leaders continuously search for new 
committers to evolve into a high-quality blockchain. However, promoting developers 
into committers is risky, mainly when the promoted committers exhibit low 
involvement behaviour. Hence, the committer assessment process is critical to the 
successful evolution of blockchain projects. The phenomenon of developer induction as 
code committers has previously been explored in the literature. However, previous 
studies employed objective measures such as the number of bugs report and code 
patches to appraise the developer’s activities for promotion purposes. Although these 
approaches are significant, behavioural tendencies influencing developers' activities are 
ignored. There have, however, been comparatively few investigations on a subjective 
measure that evaluate developers' perception of their activities for promotion 
purposes. This study aims to appraise blockchain developers' perceptions for predicting 
future committers in blockchain projects. In this study, 173 blockchain developers’ 
perceptions were gathered. The study employed hybrid analyses such as Structural 
Equation Modelling (SEM) to first analyse the survey data and Machine Learning (ML) 
algorithms to predict future committers. The performance of various ML algorithms was 
compared based on classification performance indicators such as the F1 score, accuracy, 
precision, and Area Under the Curve (AUC). In addition, the study also investigates the 
most important factors that predict future committers. The results indicate that 
XGBoost algorithm achieves the best performance with an accuracy of 0.94. Moreover, 
the most important factors in predicting future committers in a blockchain project are 
project desertion, developer involvement, decision-right delegation and system 
integration. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The blockchain software development model maintains a project through collaboration among 
globally distributed volunteer developers. For a successful blockchain project, it is essential to attract 
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new participants and retain old developers. Blockchain, like any other large-scale OSS project, has 
core developers (referred to as “committers”) who have role permission to commit edited source 
code directly to their project [1]. Blockchain project communities give such permission to a very 
limited number of developers who were promoted to committer roles [2]. The small number of 
committers ensures that blockchain projects can maintain the high quality of the project source code 
[3]. When researchers investigate the evolution of developer roles in OSS projects, they frequently 
overlook the assessment and promotion of developers to committers based on integrating of social 
and technical features. However, as the popularity of blockchain projects grow [3], the number of 
contributed patches increases at a very fast pace. Such rapid growth of contributed patches makes it 
difficult for relatively few committers to handle and manage in a timely fashion [4,5]. Blockchain 
projects need to increase the number of committers to evolve successfully [1]. However, due to the 
technical attraction of blockchain, the projects have hundreds of thousands of developers across the 
globe [3]. It is difficult to identify a promising (i.e., a developer with a good chance of staying in the 
project for a long time) potential committer. 

Developers in software projects play a key functional role in coordinating the development tasks 
and lead the success of projects [6]. They interact and evolve to a new functional role to achieve their 
desired career and social life [7]. Project leaders must create mechanisms for role evolution best 
practices to ensure that only competent developers get elevated to committer responsibilities [8]. 
Therefore, project leaders offer the best opportunity to address committer assessment problems [8–
10]. However, the project leaders do not know whether a developer promoted to committer status 
will continue to contribute to the project for a long time. A newly promoted committer may leave 
the project soon after being promoted to a committer role, resulting in knowledge and expertise loss 
that is difficult to recover [11,12]. A solid base study is essential to comprehend this phenomenon 
and consider ways to minimize problems with developer career evolution by recognizing the factors 
driving their contribution behaviour [13,14]. In this view, algorithms for data mining and machine 
learning effectively categorise datasets and extract factors to understand these behavioural patterns. 
Machine learning (ML) methods have been applied in a wide range of industries, including health 
[15], education [16] and Fintech [17].  

As blockchain project is driven by an online-based developers’ community that are autonomous 
as its structural form,  without central authority [12].  The project leaders do not have formal control 
over the behaviour of the developers, and thus their contribution activities depend on individual-
ingenuities. Therefore, in the context of blockchain project development, a developer’s perception 
on the project was expected to be very important. In this investigation, the main objective was to 
assess developers' perceptions and use it to predict future committers in blockchain projects by 
evaluating the effectiveness of various ML classification methods. Voluntary developer perceptions 
of blockchain vary with various characteristic variables [3], and it is clear that this diversity of 
variables influences the performance, run time, and hyperparameter such as learning rate, base 
estimator and maximum features tuning of ML algorithms, which was used in this study [18–20]. This 
study examines how ML classification algorithms perform on datasets of developer perceptions in 
the context of committer evaluation. From an academic perspective, this research contributes both 
intellectual and practical value. First, the study aids in comprehending the advantages and 
shortcomings of ML algorithms, which could provide the groundwork for future research aimed at 
enhancing the ML classification algorithms for survey datasets. Secondly, this study explains how the 
ML classification method is employed in applied research to developer survey datasets. Ultimately, 
this study's objective is to answer the following questions: 
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i. Which ML algorithms are most accurate at predicting future committers? 
ii. Which factors significantly influence the prediction of future committer? 

 
The paper is structured as follows: The study's theoretical foundation is covered in Section 2, 

along with a comparison of ML classification algorithms with the literature on committer assessment 
practice. The methodology is covered in Section 3, along with a brief overview of the dataset's 
properties and the specifics of the analytic procedure. Section 4 presents the analysis and findings 
from the examination of the ML algorithms, and Section 5 presents the discussion and implications. 
Finally, the conclusion, limitations, and suggestions for future research are summarised in Section 6.  

 
2. Literature Review 

 
Over the past couple of decades, OSS has profoundly impacted on how software is developed, 

delivered, tested, shared, and maintained [21-23]. In recent times blockchain projects have been 
considered a new form of OSS project, that development relies fundamentally on a global community 
of developers for performing a variety of tasks such as reporting bugs, submitting feature requests, 
contributing patches and code, providing documentation, and performing beta testing [1,22]. The 
blockchain project is considered large-scale software development that is a very complex, effort-
consuming, and expensive activity [4]. However, there exist two classes of developers in large-scale 
OSS, including blockchain project; an external developer who voluntarily contribute patch code only 
but do not have direct commit right to the main control unit of the project, while a committer not 
only contributes but also have commit right and can directly edit and push code to the project. As 
different developer plays key functional roles in OSS projects [8,10,24], they must interact and evolve 
over time in the project [25–27]. These blockchain projects experience role migration phenomena 
[1,28]. Existing literature on OSS development community turnover, to the best of our knowledge,  
focuses primarily on developer motivation to join, sustain and leave [3,27,29,30]. Although [8] 
explored the factors that influence developers’ chance to evolve into committer role, we have not 
yet seen extensive research on the committer assessment process that lead to the evolution of 
developers. As many tasks that the developer community can perform on a project, the contribution 
of code is important [31]. Although code contribution by a wide community is desirable, it must be 
controlled with a mechanism to ensure the quality of the blockchain project.  

 
2.1 Committer Assessment Practice Overview  

 
A committer assessment practice is a process of promoting a developer to a new committer 

through the recommendation of current committers or project leaders [10]. In other words, 
developers that contribute frequently and in a meaningful way to a project may be elevated to the 
position of "committer" for that project [32,33]. Prior researchers have studied developer induction 
to committers phenomenon [1,10,32,33]. For example, [9] developed an automated approach based 
on mining archive records of code repositories and bug-tracking systems in Eclipse OSS projects. 
Findings show that the trustworthiness of an external developer and his credibility are significant key 
factors that determine the developer’s promotion to commit role privileges. Moreover, the project 
community dynamic is another factor although less significant. Ref [34] carried out a quantitative 
study of the Apache, Postgres, and Python projects. They analysed three determining factors: level 
of skill, developer reputation on mailing lists, and commitment to continued participation. They 
objectively measured the time between an individual’s developer first involvement in a project’s 
mailing list and their first accepted code contribution. Ref [35] explore developers’ interaction in the 
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Python OSS project as they evolve from being developers to committers. An individual developer can 
become a committer by the amount of filing bug reports and offering fixes for defects, and this factor 
was objectively measured by mining emails from the developers’ mailing list and code databases. Ref 
[10] develop a committer-identification model to assist Eclipse and Firefox OSS project leaders in 
identifying future committers. The study objectively measures the number of activities by 
developers. The finding shows that some developers are promoted to a committer role very rapidly 
because they have a large number of contributions within a few months from the start of their 
contributions while some of the developers take over one year to become a committer due to limited 
contributions. In the context of blockchain projects, [1] explored how the Ethereum project 
community searched for and promoted a developer to the new committer.  The study uses GitHub 
to extract qualitative data. The study discovered that Ethereum project leaders utilised GitHub to 
request that individual developers showcase their skills, consider what they might offer for the 
project, and use it as a basis for promotion to the committer. Developers may not be considered for 
promotion to new committer status if they lack a particular level of ability that the community is 
searching for and instead are seen as a possible threat to the project rather than an asset.  

In general, based on the aforementioned perspectives, extant empirical studies have been able 
to develop several committer promotion models by taking into consideration of objective measures 
of developers’ activities [1,9,10,32].  There are several shortfalls in these studies. First, behavioural 
tendencies which influence human choice activities have been neglected. Second, most of the study 
focused on traditional OSS projects such as Eclipse, Apache and Mozilla projects, which are successful 
OSS projects. The blockchain project phenomenon has received limited attention. Although 
blockchain is an open-source project, the results of these studies might not apply to blockchain 
projects in general because blockchain implementation places a greater emphasis on security than 
most traditional OSS projects do, has higher defect costs. For instance, a blockchain project uses a 
Decentralised Application (DApp) to manage sensitive data or financial transactions. However, 
malicious actors may use security flaws in the coding or the blockchain network's design to 
compromise and manipulate transactions. Furthermore, is a complex and decentralized, lacks 
specialized tools for development tasks, and is challenging to upgrade after it has been released [3]. 
Third, from a methodological perspective, most of the studies used objective measures to appraise 
developer activities using project archive records to determine the frequency of individual 
developer’s number of contributions to the project. Such data tend to be quite narrow, and project 
leaders may be hesitant to make full archival project records available to the researchers due to 
privacy and confidentiality concerns. Hence, it is quite difficult to obtain the exact number of 
developer activities using such objective measures. Another concern with objective measures is that 
such measures can easily be tampered due to human nature. The transparent nature and social 
media attached to the project development platforms such as GitHub and SourceForge.NET also led 
developers to become extremely aware that their contribution actions had an audience and 
therefore focused on the number of contributions rather than the quality of the contribution. 
Although these models can help in understanding how a developer is promoted to a committer role, 
there have been few studies that use survey methods to subjectively measure developer perceptions 
that influence their contribution behaviour [10,36–39]. This suggests the potential use of surveys to 
understand individual developer involvement with the blockchain project. 
 
2.2 Factors of Committer Assessment Practice 

 
Based on the prior literature presented in this study, we have considered ten factors that lead to 

project desertion [2]. As shown in Table 1 we have included intention to learn, financial gain 
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intention, technical contribution norm, system integration, code testing task, contributed code 
decoupling, developer involvement, decision right delegation, and developer experience as the 
factors that lead to project desertion behaviour. Generally, these factors could influence project 
desertion behaviour [40,41].  

 
2.3 Comparative Analysis 

 
Information systems (IS) and related software engineering (SE) developer turnover literature 

mainly concentrated on creating behavioural theories and backing their evidence with empirical 
investigation [11,24,26–28]. Moreover, an overwhelming majority of studies have concentrated on 
enhancing the efficiency of ML algorithms via archive record datasets and a particular ML algorithm 
[18,42,43]. This has stopped the findings from being generalised. Only a few studies have examined 
different machine learning algorithms, and even those that have succeeded in their endeavours have 
used several survey datasets [44]. Recent research has shown that using multiple datasets to evaluate 
the performance of algorithms for a similar problem does not always produce accurate and reliable 
results because the datasets may contain different factors [45]. A detailed analysis is required to 
compare the effectiveness of several ML algorithms with a single dataset and translate the dataset's 
characteristics to the best ML algorithm. By taking into account individual survey datasets gathered 
from developers' perspectives in a Blockchain project, we seek to further this research. To further 
understand ML algorithms and their relationship to survey data, a set of performance measures will 
be used with existing literature, and their efficacy will be examined. 
 
3. Methodology  

 
Figure 1 depicts the four phases of this study.  
 

 
Fig. 1. ML Algorithms building, training and evaluation 

 
3.1 Dataset Preparation  

 
The primary objective of this study is to explore how well ML algorithms predict future committer 

in blockchain projects using subjective data collected through a survey.  In relation to this goal, we 
sent an online survey to thousands of active blockchain developers on GitHub and the bitcoin project 
mailing list. The survey received 173 valid responses for analysis. We chose the GitHub development 
platform and bitcoin mailing list to distribute the questionnaires because they are popular platforms 
that provide socio-technical interactions among blockchain developers and capture the developers’ 
expertise diversity [40]. To ensure valid results, we adhered to the recommendations of [3] and 
surveyed contributors with enough experience as developers. We discovered blockchain projects 
based on the following four standards:  
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i. Blockchain, which is made up of the cryptocurrencies Bitcoin, Ethereum, and Dash 
ii. Has at least ten developers who have featured it 

iii. Have at least five unique developers 
iv. The repository's status as a mailing list for a blockchain project was confirmed by a manual 

check of the repository. 
 
The datasets come from projects that host and manage survey data on GitHub. Because of this, 

the datasets can be used with different ML methods. Table 1 shows the survey factors that were 
considered. Factors are assessed on the same scale across all datasets. A 7-point scale is used to 
evaluate each factor. Even though each factor has a different number of items, the 7-point scale is 
frequently used. A widely used statistical measure of Cronbach's alpha was employed to assess the 
reliability of the measurement items. Each factor's elements are internally reliable because all factors 
possess Cronbach's alpha values higher than 0.6 [46]. The factors were coded, and the mean of each 
173 respondents was computed against each measurement item using PLS-SEM [2,47]. PLS-SEM is a 
statistical modelling technique that combines elements of both structural equation modelling and 
partial least squares regression. An additional pre-processing is performed on the datasets by 
addressing and excluding the omitted values during this step. 

 
Table 1 
Factors obtained from blockchain developer survey 
Factors Code Cronbach’s Alpha No. of Items 
Intention to learn I TL 0.780 3 
Financial gain intention FGI 0.699 4 
Technical contribution norms TCN 0.706 6 
System integration SI 0.827 4 
Code testing task CTT 0.868 5 
Contributed code decoupling CCD 0.767 5 
Developer involvement DI 0.799 5 
Decision right delegation DRD 0.778 5 
Project desertion PD 0.832 5 
Developer experience DE 0.762 3 

 
3.2 Data Pre-Processing 

 
Here are the steps taken to pre-process the data before training a machine learning model: 

 
i. Load the data into a (pandas data frame) suitable data structure. 

ii. Check for missing values and handle them appropriately. This could involve removing rows 
or columns with missing values, 

iii. Checking for outliers and directing them appropriately.  
iv. Standardizing and normalising the data 
v. Save the pre-processed data to feed it to the machine learning algorithm. 

 
3.3 Build and Train Algorithm  

 
To build and train the algorithm, the following steps were followed: 

 
i. Importing required python packages (dependencies), importing the dataset and checking 

if there are any NULL values, 

https://dibyendudeb.com/comparing-machine-learning-algorithms/#Importing_required_packages
https://dibyendudeb.com/comparing-machine-learning-algorithms/#Importing_the_data_set_and_checking_if_there_is_any_NULL_values
https://dibyendudeb.com/comparing-machine-learning-algorithms/#Importing_the_data_set_and_checking_if_there_is_any_NULL_values
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ii. Break the dataset into training and test sets. 
iii. Select an appropriate algorithm for the problem and instantiate it. 
iv. Train the algorithm on the training dataset by calling the appropriate methods or 

functions. 
 

We can feed a learning algorithm one row of data at a time to allow the algorithm to predict the 
target label giving it feedback as to whether it predicted the right answer or not (see Table 2). Over 
time, the algorithm will learn to approximate the exact nature of the relationship between labels. 
When fully trained, the supervised learning algorithm will be able to observe a new, never-before-
seen and predict a good label for it. The performance indicators on the dataset are used to assess 
each ML algorithm. The five metrics used to evaluate performance were accuracy, precision, recall, 
F1 score, and area under the curve (AUC) [48]. The dataset includes several factors that forecast 
project abandonment. 
 

Table 2 
Reading dataset 

 ITL FGI TCN SI CTT CCD DRD DI PD DE 
0 6.000 5.000 4.670 5.500 4.800 3.800 4.200 4.000 7.000 1 
1 5.670 4.750 4.500 4.750 4.600 4.000 3.600 6.200 2.400 5 
2 6.670 6.500 4.830 6.000 6.200 5.400 3.600 6.800 4.000 1 
3 5.670 5.750 5.330 6.500 3.800 1.800 2.200 7.000 1.400 1 
4 5.000 5.500 4.670 5.000 4.200 3.200 4.200 4.400 3.800 2 

 
3.4 Evaluate ML Algorithms  

 
It is vital to compare ML algorithms to find the most suited algorithm to solve a particular 

problem. In this study, Scikit-learn, a well-known Python toolkit was used for the task.  Although all 
of the ML algorithms used in this study are useful in many situations, the best estimation is 
dependent on data type. That’s why selecting a particular ML algorithm is essential to come up with 
a good estimation [44,49]. There are several parameters that need to be compared to judge the best 
model. After that, the best-found model needs to be tested on an independent dataset for its 
performance. Visualization of the performance is also a good way to compare the models quickly. 
Therefore, it is crucial to evaluate the differences between several ML algorithms by comparing them 
using the various fit statistics offered by Scikit-Learn and plotting the results. The following steps are 
used to compare ML algorithms [18,44].  

 
i. Choose a group of suitable algorithms for the study's current problem. 

ii. Assess how well they did on a delayed test set. 
iii. Comparing the effectiveness of the algorithms requires using metrics like Area Under 

Curve, accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-score. 
iv. Choose the algorithm that performs the best using cross-validation methods. 
v. Assess the completed model for a fair assessment of its performance. 

vi. Creating Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve for all the algorithms applied 
vii. Repeat the procedure using different algorithms to verify the findings. 

 
To teach a machine to learn and make predictions, detect patterns, or classify data, a data must 

be presented to it [50]. The three categories of ML techniques include supervised, unsupervised, and 

https://dibyendudeb.com/comparing-machine-learning-algorithms/#Creating_ROC_for_all_the_models_applied
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reinforcement learning [51]. This study utilised supervised learning techniques for predicting future 
committer problems. This is because in supervised learning, a set of input data is collected and 
corresponding outputs are also obtained and assembled, which can be either from subjective or 
objective measurements [43]. In this study, the data was obtained from human experts (blockchain 
developers survey).  Python Jupyter Notebook was used to build and train an algorithm with ten-fold 
cross-validation. The accuracy and the area under the curve for logistic regression, decision trees, 
random forest, AdaBoost, Xtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) and naive bays algorithms are 
calculated in order to evaluate and make comparisons. Supervised learning is the most suitable ML 
algorithm for this study since the dataset has a label. The ML algorithms classifier is designed to 
predict committer promotion based on the dataset. Each row of the standardized data represents 
the sample values for each factor (variable). 

 
4. Analysis and Results 
4.1 Evaluation Metrics for ML Algorithms 

 
Multiple ML algorithms were examined using single developer survey dataset and other ML 

performance measures to assess each algorithm. The ML algorithms are Logistic Regression, Decision 
Trees, Random Forest, AdaBoost, XGBoost, and Naive Bays algorithm. We looked at metrics like 
accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, and area under curve (AUC) to make the analysis easier. The 
percentage of correctly categorised positive observations among all positive assertions is known as a 
recall. The harmonic average of recall and precision, or the F1 score, is the fraction of correctly 
recognised positive examples classified as positive. The area under the curve, or AUC, measures how 
effectively a classifier predicts the future. The fraction of accurate predictions is called accuracy 
[19,44]. In most datasets, we find that the most popular ML performance parameter is accuracy [19].  
The description of the measures used to assess the effectiveness of the ML algorithm is shown in 
Table 3. 
 
Table 3 
ML algorithms metrics 

Ml Algorithms 
Metrics 

Definition Reference 

Area Under Curve 
(AUC) 

Referring to the area under the curve to shows that classifier is effective in making 
a prediction. 

 
 

[19,44] Accuracy The ratio of the number of correct predictions. 
 
Precision 

The proportion of positively predicted values that were accurately made 
predictions to all positively predicted values. 

Recall The proportion of positive values that were accurately predicted to all positive 
values. 

FI score The harmonic average of memory and accuracy 
 

4.2 Descriptive Statistics 
 
The averages and standard deviations for each factor in the dataset are shown in Table 4. All the 

factor means are higher than the scale's middle value of 4. The findings demonstrate that every t-
value at the 1% level, it is statistically significant. Accordingly, we draw the conclusion that the sample 
data is valued and believed to be reliable by most of the study population. 
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Table 4 
Descriptive statistics 
Factors N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
ITL 173 1.00 7.00 5.5607 1.21296 
FGI 173 1.00 7.00 5.4263 1.29483 
TCN 173 1.00 5.33 4.6339 0.77419 
SI 173 1.00 7.00 5.6272 1.20790 
CTT 173 1.00 6.20 4.7064 1.09535 
CCD 173 1.00 6.00 4.7066 0.99292 
DI 173 1.00 5.40 4.8276 0.91989 
DRD 173 1.00 7.00 5.1399 1.17477 
PD 173 1.00 7.00 4.1595 1.49743 
DE 173 1.00 7.00 4.8276 1.39075 

 
4.3 Classification Performance of ML Algorithms  

 
We considered specific elements from the datasets to analyse and assess how well the various 

ML algorithms performed using the developer survey datasets. Although researchers utilize a variety 
of factors to determine the effectiveness of ML algorithms, it is equally beneficial to look at the 
significance and selection of the elements. We began our analysis by comparing four sets from six of 
algorithms such as Logistic regression versus Decision trees, Random forest versus Decision trees, 
AdaBoost vs Random forest and XGBoost vs AdaBoost ML algorithms using the Python Jupyter 
Notebook data science tool to generate a true positive rate to understand whether an outcome from 
the algorithm correctly predicts the positive class. Similarly, a true negative is whether an outcome 
correctly predicts the negative class. The results for the comparison based on the Area Under the 
Curve (AUC) is the measure of the ability of a given algorithm to distinguish between classes [43]. The 
higher the AUC, the better the performance of the algorithm in distinguishing between the positive 
and negative classes [44].  The results are shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b).  
 

 

 

 

Fig. 2(a). Decision trees vs Logistic regression  Fig. 2(b). Random forest vs Decision trees 
 

Similarly, the true positive rate and false positive rate to compare AdaBoost (AB) and random 
forest (RF) and between XGBoost and AdaBoost (AB) are compared and shown in Figure 2(c) and 
Figure 2(d) respectively. In sum, decision tree (DT) and AdaBoost (AB) has AUC value between 0.9-1 
which were considered excellent results, while random forest and XGBoost has between 0.7-0.8, 
which is considered fairly good AUC values.  
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Fig. 2(c). AdaBoost vs Random forest                                      Fig. 2(d). XGBoost vs AdaBoost 

 
However, the result indicates that the algorithm classifier is effective in making predictions. 

Accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score were the other four ML metrics examined to assess the 
classification performance of each algorithm. Based on the accuracy metric, we conclude that 
XGBoost is the best performing method for the dataset, with a value of 0.94. Random Forest, Decision 
tree, and Naïve Bays all received 0.92, while Logistic regression received the lowest score of 0.85. 
Table 5 shows that XGBoost outperform the other algorithms in terms of precision, recall, and F1 
score. Therefore, XGBoost is the best performing algorithm. 

 
Table 5  
ML algorithm performance matrix 

 
ML Algorithms 

ML Metrics 
AUC Accuracy Precision Recall F1 score 

Logistic regression 0.703 0.85 0.73 0.70 0.75 
Decision trees 0.967 0.92 0.75 0.77 0.79 
Random forest 0.703 0.92 0.80 0.76 0.78 
AdaBoost 0.967 0.90 0.80 0.76 0.78 
XGBoost 0.763 0.94 0.83 0.83 0.83 
Naive Bays 0.702 0.92 0.72 0.74 0.73 

 
We considered accuracy in this study because it is a very commonly used metric, easily 

understandable and in-built even for a non-technical person compared to other metrics. 
Furthermore, accuracy is another factor that is considered an accurate indicator of classification 
success. The study's findings show that XGBoost consistently outperforms other algorithms in terms 
of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score. Because accuracy is a better indicator of classification 
performance than other metrics, this study employed XGBoost to analyse the importance of the 
factors in the dataset while taking the Pareto efficiency theory into account [52]. 

 
4.4 Most Importance Factors of the Dataset  

 
We look at the key factors that significantly impact the outcome variable to further this study. 

Importance factors are relevant for accurately forecasting the result variable to improve algorithm 
performance [53]. The relevance of elements for improved algorithm performance is sometimes 
referred to as the critical component of interpretable machine learning (IML), where crucial factors, 
come from the best algorithm fit Permutation factor importance (PFI) and conditional factor 
importance are the two forms of importance factor approaches (CFI) [19]. PFI was exclusively used 
in this study to examine factor importance because permutation importance can be computed either 
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on the training or on the validation set. Again, in permutation, it is possible to highlight which factor 
contributes the most to the generalization power of the inspected algorithm. Using Python Jupyter 
Notebook, the data were analysed for factor importance.  

In this study, we integrated and analysed the datasets using XGBoost and the scikit-learn package 
to determine the factor importance. Two techniques were used to determine the factor importance: 
the permutation method in the XGBoost regressor and the built-in factor importance in the XGBoost 
algorithm. Since XGBoost uses the scikit-learn interface API, we utilised scikit-learn to execute the 
regression. The technique computes the XGBoost algorithm's performance change by randomly 
reorganising each factor. The factors influencing the algorithm are the most critical factors that 
impact the performance. Figure 3 displays factor importance through the method applied to the 
XGBoost regressor. The topmost four factors include project desertion (Proj_Desertion), developer 
involvement (Dev_Inv), decision right delegation (Dec_Rigth_Del) and system integration (Sys_Int).   

 

 
Fig. 3. Factor Importance in-built in XGBoost Regressor 

 
This investigation demonstrates that when different ML classification methods are used together 

with the built-in factor significance technique, four factors continuously rank at the top. 
We conclude that these four factors; project desertion (Proj_Desertion), developer involvement 

(Dev_Inv), decision right delegation (Dec_Rigth_Del) and system integration (Sys_Int) are significantly 
responsible for promoting a developer to a committer role among Blockchain developers taking into 
account the method of factor importance in XGBoost algorithm.  

 
5. Discussion and Implication  

 
This study's initial objective was to determine the optimal machine learning algorithm for 

classifying blockchain developer data. The second goal was to assess the relative strength of each 
factor in the dataset. Results indicate that the best classification algorithm for a developers' dataset 
is XGBoost. The XGBoost should be used while analysing the result variable for predicting future 
committers. In earlier research, classifying data in education using XGBoost was quite successful [44]. 
The investigation of the XGBoost algorithm's use in this study provides evidence for the assertions 
made in earlier research in other knowledge-sharing and collaborative datasets. It also considers how 
various factors' relative importance affects how well ML algorithms respond. After studying the 
dataset with the integrated method and the XGBoost regressor, we conclude that four factors; 
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project desertion (Proj_Desertion), developer involvement (Dev_Inv), decision right delegation 
(Dec_Rigth_Del) and system integration (Sys_Int) are significantly responsible for influencing 
software developer’s promotion to a committer role, further resulting in helping blockchain project 
leaders in the decision-making process related to the evolution of developer community.  

 
5.1 Practical Implications 

 
The findings of this study are valuable for machine learning (ML) and artificial intelligence (AI) 

application developers from a practical standpoint. We used accuracy as a machine learning 
parameter to assess and contrast the classification algorithm performance. The most crucial metric 
for measuring algorithm performance is accuracy [54], particularly when the algorithm is meant to 
examine a balanced dataset. When predicting the target class (target variable) as represented by the 
same unlimber of input samples, we discovered that XGBoost performed better than other 
algorithms. For a software application that requires analysing employee or volunteer turnover data, 
the accuracy of the prediction while keeping a respectable classification performance would be the 
major consideration when creating the application. XGBoost would be a superior algorithm in this 
scenario to other algorithms. 

 
5.2 Theoretical Consequences 

 
From a theoretical standpoint, this paper adds two concepts that support prior ML algorithm 

literature. The application of the XGBoost algorithm to a developer turnover dataset, primarily 
composed of survey-based data, is presented first. Second, it explores the relevant factor using the 
built-in techniques or functions of the XGBoost regressor.  According to this study's analysis of 
additional ML measures beyond accuracy, the best classification-performing method is still XGBoost. 
Accuracy, Precision, Recall, and F1 score are all metrics on which all ML systems did well. AUC was 
used as an additional metric to assess an algorithm's classifier's capacity to distinguish between 
classes. The higher the AUC, the better the model’s performance distinguishing between the positive 
and negative classes [55].  The most effective algorithm was determined to be XGBoost.  Even though 
these findings were predicted based on how ML algorithms performed on available metrics in prior 
literature, this work theoretically added by using five measures to the comparative analysis study on 
OSS developer turnover. Previous studies largely focus on archive record datasets derived from open 
data e.g. GitHub and GHTorren among others to objectively measure various developer participation 
[1,10]. To the best of our knowledge, no study has been found to have used a subjective survey 
dataset in studying OSS project turnover and has studied the comparison of ML algorithm using the 
survey dataset derived from blockchain software developer communities.  We have found the ML 
algorithm that achieves an accuracy of 0.94 and the precision, recall and F1 score of 0.83 [44].  This 
study's investigation of a factor essential for the survey dataset of software developers was novel. It 
was done to comprehend which factors significantly affect the outcome variable predicting future 
committer. The build-in method in XGBoost was used because it is the best-performing algorithm 
with regard to the dataset to investigate factor importance while taking validity into account. By 
examining four key elements that affect committer promotion decision-making, we theoretically 
contribute to the science of software developer role evolution in online community environment 
issues. This is considered unique if compared to the traditional way of committer assessment using 
archive records to promote a developer to a committer.  
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6. Conclusion, Limitations and Future Work  
 
In this study, we analysed developer perceptions of their activities to predict future committers 

among the hundreds of developers in blockchain projects. Furthermore, we used hybrid analyses 
such as Structural Equation Modelling (SEM) to analyse the survey data and finally used Machine 
Learning (ML) algorithms to predict future committers. The study found that project desertion, 
developer involvement, decision right delegation and system integration factors are significantly 
responsible for predicting future committers. The study makes a methodological contribution to the 
field of Information Systems (IS) as one of the few to apply a complementary multi-analytical 
technique to predict future committers in OSS projects such as blockchain. This study has flaws that 
other studies might overcome. So, first of all, our sample size is small—it includes Bitcoin 
developers—and might not be enough to draw a broad conclusion. However, given the widely-held 
belief that it is challenging to get developers to reply to an online community survey and the fact that 
blockchain developers are volunteers. The most challenging aspect of survey-based data collection is 
efficient and thorough sampling. Nevertheless, we can make a strong case on this dataset that 
XGBoost outperforms other classification techniques. However, to generalize their findings, 
researchers need to examine a broader dataset with various characteristics. Second, we have chosen 
the top-performing algorithm based on accuracy. Researchers should examine diverse datasets of 
other blockchains and related OSS projects to determine whether hybrid metrics can affect any 
outcome. They must provide theoretical and empirical backing for their conclusions. 
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